
Stone Age to Iron Age (Autumn 1—History) 

Vocabulary  

Word Definition 

Stone Age The Stone Age is the name given 

to the earliest period of human 

culture when stone tools were 

first used. 

Neolithic The youngest part of the Stone 

Age. In this period farming was 

invented and people started car-

ing for animals such as cows, 

pigs and sheep. 

Mesolithic The middle part of the Stone 

Age. This when cave paintings 

were made and the people made 

jewellery out of shell and bone. 

Paleolithic The oldest part of the Stone Age. 

In this period the people started 

making basic stone tools and art. 

Nomad People that are always moving 

from one place to another and do 

not live in just one place. 

prehistory The Stone Age happened before 

people started writing. 

Previous knowledge 

In Year 1 you learnt:         In Year 2 you learnt: 

- How to use a timeline effectively.      - To identify the impact of historical events. 

- Make historical comparisons      - Use sources to support your knowledge. 

- About significant events beyond living memory   - To begin to understand sequencing on a timeline 

Key Facts 

The Stone Age started nearly 2.5 million years 

ago and ended in 2500 BC. It is called the Stone 

Age because the people used tool and weapons 

made out of stone. People stayed in caves where 

they cooked their meat and drew art on the walls. 

Skara Brae—Skara Brae is a stone-built Neolithic 

settlement which is on one of 

the Orkney Islands in Scot-

land. 

Stone Henge—A prehistoric 

monument in Wiltshire (a county next to Dorset). 

It is a ring of standing stones with 

each 13 feet tall. Nobody knows why 

it was built. 

Spellings: accidentally, build, circle, different, fruit, heard, history, important, natural, perhaps, remember, strange 

Paleolithic Age                       Mesolithic Age                     Neolithic Age 

2.5 million  -                                                10,000   -                                                    8,000  -  

8,000 BC                                                         6,0000 BC                                               6,000  

Entry Point 

Stone Age WOW Day 

End Point 

Design an item of clothing electronically 

Trips//Experiences  

Design and make Stone Age Jewellery  

Activity Passport Experience 

 

Design and make a piece of jewellery  

Key Questions 

Can you sequence events from the Stone Age to Iron Age? 

What comparisons and changes can you identify within this time period? 

Can you plot this time period on a timeline? 

What are the key events from this time period? 



Ancient Egyptians (Spring 2—History) 

Vocabulary  

Word Definition 

pharaoh 
The pharaoh was the politi-

cal and religious leader of 

the Egyptian people . 

mummification  
Mummification is a process in 

which the skin and flesh of a 

corpse can be preserved  

sarcophagus 
A sarcophagus is a stone 

coffin or a container to hold 

a coffin  

sphinx  
A sphinx is a mythical crea-

ture with the head of a hu-

man and the body of a lion.  

pyramid 
The ancient Egyptians 

built pyramids as tombs for the 

pharaohs and their queens.  

civilisation  

The society, culture, and 

way of life of a particular  

area.  

empire 
A large group of states or 

countries ruled over by a 

single monarch or leader.  

 Previous Knowledge  

 
Key Facts 

The empire lasted for over 3000 years from 

3150 BC to 30 BC.  

 

The civilisation was located along the River Nile 

in northeast Africa. 

 

The Egyptians were experts in irrigation, and 

were able to use water from the Nile to grow 

rich and profitable crops, also providing them 

with food, soil, water and transportation. 

 

The history of Ancient Egypt is grouped into 

three major kingdoms: the Old Kingdom, the 

Middle Kingdom and the New Kingdom. 

 

Religion played a big part in the lives of the  

Ancient Egyptians. They believed in a wide  

variety of gods and goddesses, which took  

different forms, usually as animals.  

 

The Pharaohs of Egypt were often buried in  

giant pyramids or in secret tombs. They  

believed that they needed treasure to be buried 

with them to help them in the afterlife.  

Spellings: Egypt, Egyptian, pharaoh, mummify, tomb, discovery, Nile, irrigation, Tutankhamun,  Cleopatra, hieroglyphics, embalming, desert, Africa,.  

Entry Point 

Mummify a teddy 

End Point 

Egyptian Museum 

  

Trips/Visits 

Tutankhamun Exhibition 

Key Questions Activity Passport Experience 

 

Pupils could make a pinhole camera to view 

their artefacts through. 

In Year 2, you learnt:   

 About sequencing key events 

 Events beyond living memory that had a sig-

nificant impact. 

In Year 3, you’ve learnt: 

 How to use a timeline effectively 

 To do a local history study (Stonehenge)  

 What is a civilisation? Who were the ancient Egyptians? Why were they significant? How did 

they build such large structures? What evidence remains of their lives today? How do we know 
so much about a civilization that lived so long ago? 

 Who were the Pharaohs and how did they impact today’s world? 

Key Facts 

 

Built over 4000 years ago, Egypt's Great  

Pyramids are 140 metres high and they are 

made from very heavy stones. 

 

Pulleys would have made building the  

pyramids a lot easier. 

 

They reduce the amount of force needed to 

move heavy objects. 



Ancient Maya (Summer 1—History) 

Vocabulary  

Word Definition 

Cacao 
Seeds that the Maya used to 

make their chocolate. 

Chichen Itza 
The most powerful city during 

Mayan times. 

Code 
A book written by the Maya 

that was created by one long 

sheet of paper. 

Glyph A symbol used in writing. 

Itzamma 
The main Mayan god who 

they believed created Earth. 

Sacrifice 
To give up something for the 

sake of somebody else 

Yutcan Peninsula 

An area in South-Eastern 

Mexico where some of the 

Maya civilisation lived 

Previous Knowledge  

 

 

 

 

 
Key Facts 

 

The Maya civilization were people who lived in 

Central America. They lived there for a long 

time and some of the Maya people live there 

even today. 

The Maya civilization was biggest between the 

years of 420 AD and 900 AD. The Maya civiliza-

tion spread all the way from central Mexico to 

Honduras, Guatemala, and northern El Salva-

dor. The Maya people traded with other people 

in the Americas.  

Their art and buildings have lots of different 

styles. This shows they traded a lot. They made 

changes to their buildings to make them even 

better. The Maya civilization started getting 

smaller after 900 AD. 

Between 900 AD and 1000 AD, the Mayan cities 

had lots of problems until all the people left. The 

Maya civilization there stopped making big 

monuments and carvings. People who study the 

Maya civilization are not sure why this hap-

pened. They have many different ideas - some 

people think there was a big environmental dis-

aster, or a disease affected a lot of people. 

Spellings: Maya, civilisation, ancient, pyramid, sacrifice, chocolate,  settlement, temple, astronomy, myths, mythology, empire, Mexico, agriculture, pottery 

Entry Point 

Maya WOW Day—build a temple 

End Point 

Exhibition of work 

  

Trips//Experiences  

Chocolate Workshop 

Key Questions Activity Passport Experience 

 

Character Profile—Maya mythological char-

acters. 

In Year 1, you learnt: 

 Events beyond living memory 

In Year 2, you learnt:   

 Significant events and people 

 How to sequence events historically 

 

In Year 3, you’ve learnt: 

 Chronology 

 About the ancient Egyptian civilisation, & 

Stone Age to Iron Age 

 When were the Mayans alive compared to other civilisations we have learnt about? 

 What was their main source of nutrition? 

 What impact has Mayan civilisation had on today’s world? 

 Understand Mayan structures. 

Key Facts—Map 

Maya Timeline 

https://kids.kiddle.co/Central_America
https://kids.kiddle.co/Mexico
https://kids.kiddle.co/Honduras
https://kids.kiddle.co/Guatemala
https://kids.kiddle.co/El_Salvador
https://kids.kiddle.co/El_Salvador

